A Tale from the Memories of Heroes
“Fall into despair, champions of Harmony,” those were the words we heard as we saw Chaos prepare to
bring about our imminent defeat. Defeat that would eventually spell the end for peace in this world.
It wasn’t long ago though when the world was still at peace. The universe was ruled by two mighty
beings: the kind goddess Harmony and the evil god Chaos, both of whom were always in conflict. Our
world was sided with Harmony. In order to protect our world from the grasp of Chaos, Harmony chose
seven humans to be her champions and gave each of them control over one of the seven forces of the
universe: air, water, earth, fire, light, darkness, and the void. Each of the champions was given a kingdom
to rule.
The first of the champions was Mu Zhang Lee Gung Ha, or Mu Zhang for short. He controlled the air and
ruled the mountain kingdom of Chiong. He was the wisest of the seven and was known for being able to
call forth great winds to vanquish evil.
Second was Hydron. He controlled the water and ruled the underwater kingdom of Atlantis. Due to a
curse, he is part sea dragon and part human. He had the ability of controlling giant streams of water and
making it rain at will.
Third was Haladin, the ruler of the desert kingdom of Aldun. He was the bravest of the seven and with
his power over earth, he can cause great cracks to appear on the ground, with a single punch.
Fourth was Pyra, queen of the jungle kingdom of Amzonia. She was the fiercest of the seven and with
her control over fire, she left the warriors of Chaos in ashes.
Fifth was Lucia, queen of the kingdom of Appolonia, called the Garden Kingdom by some because of
many gardens in there. She was the kindest of the seven and possessed the power of light which allowed
her to heal her comrades and create weapons of light to vanquish her foes.
Sixth was Genesis, king of the underground kingdom of Tenebris, located inside the mountain Golgon. It
is also called the Kingdom of Crystals for many crystals can be found inside the mountain. He possessed
the power of illusions which allowed him to turn nightmares into reality. He was the most mysterious of
the seven
Last was I, Anyparxia, ruler of the kingdom Tipota. I was the leader of the seven champions. I controlled
the power of nothingness, the Void. I was known as the Fantasy Breaker, because of my power to cancel
out any magic with one touch including those of the six other champions.
Such peace of course did not last long. It all began when Chaos stopped time in the world. Everything
was affected except the seven of us. Harmony, sensing the disturbance in the world's order, summoned
us into her palace. Every one was confused.
"What's happening Harmony?" Lucia, the champion of light asked.

Before the goddess could react, a deep, cold, voice echoed throughout the goddess's palace. "Greetings,
champions of Harmony." Before us we suddenly found Chaos himself with a grin look on his face. We all
drew out our weapons. "Stay your blades. I come bearing a message." the god said. Harmony motioned
us to calm down. "Very well, say what you must." she replied to Chaos.
Chaos then began to speak. "The time has come for our conflict to an end. It is now the time foretold by
fate to decide which of us has the right to reign supreme. Therefore, I issue this challenge. If your seven
champions can defeat an opponent of my choosing, I will hand over the throne of the universe to you.
But, if they fail, then you must hand your throne over to me. The fight will take place three days from
now at a place of your choice. If you do not accept my terms, war is inevitable."
"Very well. I accept. We will face your champion at the Grand Colosseum at the kingdom of Topita."
Harmony hesitatingly said.
"Very well. I will unfreeze time and leave you at peace to prepare then." Chaos replied before vanishing.
We all fell silent.
"I guess we should start preparing especially you, Anyparxia since Lucia's healing magic doesn't have any
effect on you." Haladin said to break the silence.
"Yeah I will." I replied.
Harmony sent us all back home to our respective kingdoms. I notified my advisers of what had happened
and they began to make preparations for the battle. When the day of battle came, I and the six other
champions gathered at the Grand Colosseum. It is a large open space often used for sports and
performances but now it will become the battlefield where the fate of the universe will be decided.
"You're anxious, aren't you?" Pyra says with a comforting smile on her face.
"Yeah, I am." I reply.
"I'm sure we'll be able to pull this off." Lucia cheerfully says.
"Let's just defeat this foe like we always do." Hydron says encouragingly.
We all nod our heads in agreement. Right now the stands are filled with people from all over the seven
kingdoms all anxious of what their fate will be. Harmony is currently sitting at the seat of honor where I
usually stay as king.
"Greetings champions of Harmony. Ready to do combat?" Chaos says as he appears right before us.
"Yes we are." I reply.
"Very well."
At that moment a giant armored dragon appears.

"This is my champion, Aria, a dragon I created from the very forces of entropy and despair. Let the battle
begin!" Chaos says.
And with that the battle began. The dragon made the first move. It breathed fire so large that the
spectators would be dead by now if Harmony wasn't with them. Since a dragon's fire is always produced
by magic, I am able to stop it with my magic cancelling ability by touching it.
Hydron then calls forth rain to weaken any fire based attacks from Aria. Genesis then casts an illusion on
the dragon to hinder its movements while Haladin creates a crater below our ferocious foe which it falls
into. Lucia then creates arrows of light to pin it down to the ground. I then bring out my sword and get
close to the head. Just when I prepare to deliver the finishing blow, it vanishes.
"Behind you!" Mu Zhang says.
He then creates winds to blow the ferocious beast away from me. More importantly, what happened just
now? It doesn't take long for me to realize it.
"Watch out! It can teleport!" I shouted to my comrades.
Everyones was clearly shocked. The people in the stands all seemed scared but Harmony has a confident
look on her face. It seems she still believes in us.
"We can't lose guys! We shouldn't give up!" I shouted to my comrades.
Just then Aria let out a huge a blast of air which I immediately stop with my power. That's when I realize
that maybe I can stop it from teleporting if I touch it. I tell my idea to the others an we decide to try it.
Haladin then elevates the ground I'm standing on to be just as high as Aria. Genesis then casts another
illusion to confuse the dragon to prevent it from teleporting again. Mu Zhang then blows the dragon
towards me and I jump on its head. The idea seems to work. When Genesis releases the dragon from the
illusion, it makes no attempt to teleport. I guess my magic cancelling power has stopped it now that I'm
touching it. Then and there I stab it in the head stopping the dragon in its tracks.
The crowd rejoices and Harmony smiles to show how proud she is.
"I will not allow this!" shouts Chaos. Apparently he's not so happy about losing.
He then begins to form a giant sphere of untold power in his hands. I'm not able to cancel out this magic
since it belongs to a god. The other champions are also defenseless against this power.
"Fall into despair, champions of Harmony." he says as he prepares to bring about our imminent doom.
Just then Harmony intervenes and stops the attack. "Don't forget your promise Chaos. You lose."
"You haven't seen the last of me." he replies just before he vanishes.

The crowds cheered joyfully for our victory. Afterwards, a month long festival was held in the seven
kingdoms to celebrate our victory. A statue was erected in the Colosseum as a reminder to the people
that good always defeats evil which to this day still stands.

